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Background  
• The County Council is consulted on planning applications by the Local Planning 

Authorities in its role as Local Highway Authority, Lead Local Flood Authority 

and Education Authority.

• As part of the consultation response the County Council may suggest that 

mitigation is required through a S106 Agreement.  As the Local Planning 

Authority is the decision maker in the planning process, they will decide if the 

requested contribution is appropriate.

• Whilst not the decision maker the County Council can be party to the S106 

Legal Agreement if it relates its infrastructure or services  to ensure 

enforcement if required.
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What is a S106 Agreement?
A mechanism which make a development proposal acceptable in planning terms, 

that would not otherwise be acceptable. Section 106 agreements are often referred 

to as 'developer contributions'.

A Section 106 Agreement can:-

• restrict the development or use of the land in any specified way,

• require specified operations or activities to be carried out in, on, under or over 

the land,

• require land to be used in any specified way; or

• require a sum or sums to be paid to the authority on a specified dates or 

triggers.
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To assist the process of seeking and securing Section 106 Agreements Cumbria County 

Council adopted its Planning Obligation Policy in 2013, the policy document covers:-

• Highways

• Transport & Travel Plans 

• Education 

• Social Care 

• Surface Water Management 

• Safer Communities

• Fire Safety 

Other pieces of legislation such as Building Regulations have been updated since 2013 

which means some topics in the Planning Obligations Policy are now covered under 

separate legislation.  The main areas that the County Council seeks contributions from 

Sections 106 Agreements are Highways, Transport, Travel Plans and Education.  

Planning Obligations Policy 
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S106 Summary(Allerdale, Barrow and Carlisle) 2000 - February 2019

Allerdale Barrow Carlisle

Contribution Type Secured Received Secured Received Secured Received

Education £1,680,079 £892,552 £10,221,452 £2,749,321 

Highway £498,083 £399,944 £112,106 £112,106 £ 777,850 £473,430 

School Transport £ 494,000 £180,253 

Transport £9,861 £19,861 £633,306 £ -

Travel Plan Bond £440,030 £40,950 £735,086 £125,642 

Travel Plan Admin £117,250 £66,470 £107,359 £ 77,833 

Adult Social Care £9,732 £9,732 

£ 2,755,303 £1,419,777 £ 21,838 £ 121,838 £ 12,969,053 £3,606,479
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S106 Summary (Copeland, Eden, South Lakeland) 2000 - 2019

Copeland Eden South Lakeland LDNP

Contribution 

Type Secured Received Secured Received Secured Received Secured Received

Education £1,470,222 £350,000 £4,296,545 £222,974 £96,408 £131,886

Highway £301,698 £301,852 £893,561 £60,000 £218,384 £111,939 £17,500

School 

Transport
£177,000 £159,600 £53,800

Transport £540,000 £108,000 £95,175 £191,714 £91,322

Travel Plan 

Bond
£448,300 £153,300 £157,344 £109,832

Travel Plan 

Admin
£21,120 £21,120 £25,925 £13,541 £32,525 £11,814

Adult Social 

Care
£2,333,040 £780,972 £5,936,506 £449,815 £855,975 £510,593 £17,500
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Total Summary 

2000 - 2019

Contribution Type
Relevant 

Directorate 
Secured Received Comment

Education

People 

Economy & 

Infrastructure  

£17,764,706 £4,346,733 Build out Rate dependant

Highway
Economy & 

Infrastructure
£2,819,182 £1,459,271

Not all S106 (S278 is 

majority)

School Transport

People  

Economy & 

Infrastructure 

£830,600 £234,053 Build out Rate dependant

Transport
Economy & 

Infrastructure 
£1,480,056 £219,183 Build out Rate dependant

Travel Plan Bond
Economy & 

Infrastructure 
£1,780,760 £429,724 Normally over 5 years

Travel Plan Admin
Economy & 

Infrastructure 
£304,179 £190,778 Normally over 5 years

Adult Social Care People £9,732 £9,732

Only contribution as it is 

now covered through 

building regulations

£24,989,215 £6,889,474
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Key Issues for CCC 
• Pooling Restrictions & Regulations 

– Can only currently pool 5 S106 Agreement towards a single piece of infrastructure 

– CIL Tests 

– Only one Local Planning Authority adopted CIL

– Government has announced intention to remove 

• Triggers, Timing & Payback Clauses
– Timing of payment dependent on developer can make scheme delivery challenging 

• Local Planning Authorities 
– LPA’s are the decision maker 

– On the whole requests are accepted but sometimes they are not 

• Securing, Monitoring and Delivery 
– Demonstrate contribution is justifiable 

– Ensure clauses in agreement are satisfactory 

– New monitoring software 

– Ensure contributions are delivered 
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LPA Disagreement – Example

Land at Harker Appeal  
• LPA officers accepted viability evidence from applicant without discussion with CCC and 

recommended approval without £2.3m of Education & School Transport S106 

contributions.

• LPA Planning Committee refused application based on lack of S106 contributions, the 

applicant subsequently appealed.

• As LPA officers had agreed no contributions were acceptable, CCC chose to act 

independent as a Rule 6 party at the Public Inquiry 

– Allowed CCC to represent itself and submit independent evidence

• The Inspector has accepted our evidence in full in relation to education and school 

transport.

• The appeal decision is now a material planning consideration and gives weight to our 

methodology and provides us with a precedent for future S106 negotiations.
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Internal Engagement  
• The Flood and Development Management Team are consulted by the Local 

Planning Authorities.

• Members will receive a notification in line with the following table for residential 

developments:-

• An internal officer consultation also takes place with the following service 

areas, Education, Adult Social Care, Property, School and Community 

Transport, Historic Environment, Highways, Traffic and Customer & Community 

Services.    

Member Engagement 

Strategic 80+ Dwellings All Local Committee notified 

Local & Adjoining Members notified 

Major 21-80 Dwellings Local, Adjoining Members & Chair notified 

Minor 5-20 Dwellings Local Members notified 
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Member Briefing 
• To provide Members with a briefing on Section 106 Agreements and explain how they 

can be used to secure infrastructure and services that the County Council is responsible 

for.

• To provide Member with the legislative context that Section 106 Agreements are secured 

within.

• To provide Members with an up to date list of what has been secured and received.

• To brief Members on key issues that the County Council face in relation to Section106 

Agreements. 

• To explain what officers are doing to improve how the County Council seeks, monitors 

and delivers Section 106 contributions.
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Key Themes 
• Happy with 

– What a S106 is and how they relate to CCC infrastructure.

– explanation of the issues that CCC face when seeking Section 106 contributions.

• Interested in 

– examples where the Planning Authority had not accepted our request for a S106 contribution. 

– Notifications that they now consistently receive in relation to planning applications, they did however 

they would like to be made aware of these situations so they can apply political pressure.

– List of what has been secured and received in their Local Committee area and would like to continue 

to receive regular updates.

– more contextual information could be provided as part of the response to Local Planning Authorities 

when requesting contributions.

• Appreciated

– the difficulty in delivering a project that relies on a number of S106 contributions due to the number of 

variables which are outside of CCC control. 

• Pleased 

– Members commented that they could now see the tangible benefits of funding studies such as the 

Transport Improvement Studies to provide an evidence base for seeking Section 106 contributions. 

– a single team were now taking the lead on securing,

Feedback From Local Committees
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Next Steps (Lessons learned) 
• Introduction of new electronic software monitoring Spring 2019 

– Monitors contributions from when secured to scheme delivery 

– Reports can quickly be generated 

– Alerts for officers when contributions are due 

– Alerts for officers to notify when contribution needs to be spent by 

– Will allow for regular updates to be provided for Members 

– Will allow for more efficient responses to FOI requests 

– Provide Local Committees with quarterly updates as to what has been secured in that area and 

when infrastructure will likely be delivered. 

• Update the County Council’s Planning Obligation Policy by inclusion of Policies in next 

Update to Cumbria Development Design Guide 

• Increase member engagement where appropriate particularly when CCC requests are 

not being accepted by Local Planning Authorities so political pressure can be applied.  

• Flood and Development Management Team will continue to ensure historic S106 

contributions have been received and spent.


